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‘

THIS year, we weren’t sure what to call the neighbourhood management conference. The language of
neighbourhood renewal can often seem remote and
technical – lots of processes, partnerships, and so on
– but another word beginning with P is important too –
people. Neighbourhood renewal is carried out for – and
by – ordinary, yet special people.
As a leading element in neighbourhood renewal, neighbourhood management is all about people listening,
learning, sharing, finding a collective voice, caring and
doing things together. We hold events like this to help
people carry out neighbourhood management more
effectively.
We want you to pick up inspiration from this conference, even simple ideas. We also want you to highlight
things that you think need more attention from us. We
welcome all ideas that can improve the way that local
strategic partnerships, local authorities and government
itself can improve the neighbourhood management

Richard Longman: ‘Everyone is special, everyone
is ordinary. To make a difference all you have to be
is yourself. Everyone has the potential to make a
difference in their community’
process. Neighbourhood management is a collaborative venture, it’s for all of us to listen and learn, including
central government.
One particular aspect of this conference that we are
keen to emphasise is youth. Young people are the
future of the areas we are trying to renew, and they are
an important part of those communities now. Yet their
voice is often not heard. At this conference we have
roving reporters here. They are not representing anyone formally, they have a licence to be themselves. But
they are ready to participate in the event as well as to
report it.

’

Richard Longman, former head of neighbourhood
management team, Neighbourhood Renewal Unit

2| Driving forces

Neighbourhood management is full of people who
make a huge difference helping to turn around the
prospects of their area – from residents to councillors, teachers to police officers, neighbourhood
managers to mainstream service front line managers. Here we highlight the contributions made at
the conference by just three of the many individual
driving forces behind neighbourhood renewal
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Jeanette Clayton: ‘We’ve been given a dishwasher by ODPM and we
don’t intend giving it back and washing up by hand ever again’

1 Jeanette Clayton
Staveley pathfinder neighbourhood manager

‘

I HAVE an emotional investment in Staveley. My great
grandfather was shot dead here in 1894 by a stray bullet from the Territorial Army – I think he must have upset
Government Office! This area has real heritage. There
is evidence of pre-historic man here – some say he still
chairs the board…
We hit all the right deprivation buttons, but we don’t
let them get us down. I’ve got one of the best jobs
in the world. I love understanding systems. I’m nosy.

Do ask idiot questions –
you are not an expert on
everything. Often you’ll find the
answer is “we’ve always done
it like that” – that’s exactly the
kind of thinking you’re there
to change

‘

’

Neighbourhood management is all about systems and
changing them, which suits me fine. To me it means
two things. It’s about better services for the bits of the
community that used to get a raw deal. It’s also about
re-energising the community. The building blocks are

usually there, neighbourhood management needs to
bond them together. We’re like the glue.
I’ve been asked to give you my top tips. Well first and
foremost, always remember the three ‘Ps’: politics, preciousness and personalities. I’ve got some other tips
as well:
n sell your vision and enable others to sell theirs
n never compromise on honesty, but not at the
expense of tact!
n understand the problems your partner agencies
face – they’ve got performance indicators to meet,
they face comprehensive performance assessments and worse
n make it clear to agency staff that working with you
is not instead of the day job, it’s at the heart of it –
but reassure that you are there to help them too
n pick which battles to fight – you won’t win them
all if you try to fight too many
n do ask idiot questions – you are not an expert on
everything. Others often don’t know the answers
either. Often you’ll find the answer is ‘we’ve always
done it like that’ – that’s exactly the kind of thinking you’re there to change
n it’s easier to ask for forgiveness
than for permission...
n pace yourselves – get the balance right between
marathon and sprint
n the only downside to this job is that you become
incapable of writing in plain English – try not to end
up being fluent only in management-speak...
Finally, I have a message for any government widget
counters here today: join my campaign for real work! If
counting takes longer than the work itself, something’s
going wrong. If you let us get on with what we do best
we will make the biggest impact.

’
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2 Don McQueen
Resident chair of Springbourne and Boscombe West neighbourhood management pathfinder, Bournemouth
(winners of the best partnership in the 2003 awards)

‘

AS THE chair you have a completely different perspective from the neighbourhood manager – it’s a
different role. I see my role as something like a leader of
leaders. There are lots of leaders out there! The chair’s
job is to balance this, to connect them all to one common vision.
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My main role at meetings above all else is to push forward decision making by the board. A meeting that
doesn’t make decisions is not achieving anything! The
chair sets priorities and the agenda with the neighbourhood manager. Managing and supporting them is
a vital part of the operation. Both are relatively isolated
positions – as a small team how you work together is
essential.

I suggest you agree some basic
principles for your decision making.
Maybe only fund activities that
involve at least two agencies and
will be mainstreamed. This
will make it easier to say no and
focus your resources

‘

’

I also see my role as helping to build trust and respect
between residents and services. One of the key skills
of the chair is to summarise effectively. There may be
a hundred views in a room, what do they have in common? It’s also important to open minds for creative
thinking, asking ‘what if’, asking ‘why not’.
Service level agreements do not mean pieces of
paper, they are all about a process that is ongoing.
They should be monitored, monitored and monitored at meetings. It’s always worth focusing on
this as the chair.

It’s important you learn from how others run neighbourhood management. I did some research into how other
neighbourhood management boards and chairs work.
They are really quite varied.
I found that 65% of pathfinders have no elected
residents on their board. Residents tend to be selected
rather than elected by pathfinders, yet we found
in Bournemouth that having an election created a
mandate not only for the residents of our board but
for the whole board and neighbourhood management
process itself. Frankly I also think it is better to have residents as chairs, but on the other hand chairing requires
real skills and that is essential to recognise.
For me, subgroups are the core of an effective pathfinder. They have the time to consider things in depth
in a way a full board won’t. Other pathfinders have
between zero and eight. I reckon four is about right.
Here are my main observations on chairing neighbourhood management partnerships:
n get the bedrock right first, your structure and
constitution should be simple and strong and easy
to understand
n ensure there is wide community involvement – do
hold elections for resident representatives
n build individuals’ trust in the process
n go for quality of staff rather than quantity – never
compromise on this
n do the simple stuff first for quick wins, such as
cleaning up the environment. The more difficult
areas can be tackled later. But don’t do nothing on
them, set up theme groups to think long and hard
about what the evidence says and what action is
needed before you begin
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Don McQueen: ‘My main role at meetings is to push forward decision making.
A board meeting that doesn’t make decisions is not achieving anything’

n

n

n

n

n

let agencies themselves take the credit for things
– that’s mainstreaming. Motivate them to do the
work. Let them think it was their idea!
information is king – if you don’t have baseline
data, you will struggle. If you know your data, you
will impress the agencies with your knowledge
ask people in the agencies what they would like
to do if money was no object, hear what the staff’s
own aspirations are – it’s easier to motivate them
to do what they themselves want to do
have a clear vision for your area and communicate it. The vision’s ‘what’ should come before the
strategy’s ‘how’
agree basic principles of decision making. For
example, you could only fund activities that involve

n

n

at least two agencies and will be mainstreamed.
This also makes it easier to say no and focus your
resources
prioritise and focus, pick which battles to fight.
Fight them and win them before you pick more!
above all, always measure outcomes of everything you do, and use what you measure to argue
for the mainstreaming of this service.

When I moved back here with my family, my wife said
‘This is a great area’. I said ‘What!’ My parents had
told me to stay clear of here. Now I love it. It’s a great
atmosphere. The reputation of areas is a key issue for
neighbourhood management to address.

’

They told me I couldn’t manage
threepence. Now I’m managing a £3
million enterprise and running my own
Objective One project

‘

’

3 Carol Wiggins
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Chief executive, Huyton Parkways Partnership
I STILL can’t believe I do what I do today. I was born
in Huyton, the number two most deprived ward in the
whole country. My dad was the first black man in the
area – we were taken to school sometimes by the
police. People attacked us with Stanley knives. There’s
a very very small black population here.

‘

For 15 years I’d been unemployed with three young kids.
Someone told me ‘Why don’t you go home to the kids,
you couldn’t manage threepence’. Three years later I
called them back and said: ‘I’m now managing £3 million and running my own Objective One project. Here’s
your three pence!’

I was asked to get involved in planning Objective One,
the European special funding for Merseyside. I was
delighted with this bottom up approach. We turned
our residents’ group into Huyton community partnership. We asked the local residents what they wanted.
We went round and knocked on doors. Initially people
thought we were snoops from the dole, then they saw it
was only me, a Wiggins.

We have recently won a learning direct contract. We’re
really chuffed that this is the first community run
contract and it’s held up in the north west as a best
practice model.

We asked people on every one of the ten estates in
our area what they wanted. They said they wanted satellite centres for each estate, owned and run by local
people. It did take a long time for residents at each
estate to talk to each other. I was a volunteer for six
and a half years.

I was once described as educationally subnormal.
When I got my degree I sent it by fax to the person
who said that and said ‘this is from the ESN person’!
In March 2003 I was one of a hundred women given
an award by Cherie Blair for making a difference on
Merseyside. I came from nothing, but I have now been
awarded a Beacon Fellowship award for leadership
and I’m going to be meeting Gordon Brown at number
11 Downing Street!
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When the World Cup was on
TV, we got kids in to watch it
and signed them up for learning
direct. In three years we’ve
had 18,000 people from just
39,000 homes participate in
educational activities

‘

’

We’ve got excellent Government Office people here, a
visionary council leader and chief executive. We work
with excluded groups. We do non traditional things, for
example, getting kids to do gaming on PCs. When the
World Cup was on TV, we got them in to watch it and
signed them up for learning direct. We’ve had 18,000
people participating in educational activities out of just
39,000 properties in three years.
I used to be on £30 a week, now I’ve got a really boss job
and a pension. All through volunteering to help my community. I couldn’t be happier to have made it this way.

’

Recognising achievement
At the conference, awards were announced for the best contributions to neighbourhood management on a
wide range of activities from innovation to mainstreaming. Full details including copies of the awards report are
available at www.neighbourhood.gov.uk
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Samantha Dias, neighbourhood manager at Honor Oak Partnership
in Greenwich, won the personal achievement – neighbourhood
manager award for 2003. She has lived on her estate for ten years,
serving as a councillor and chairing the tenants’ association. She was
recognised as a huge force behind improvements such as better
local health services and crime and drug prevention

The winners
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Recognising the contributions made by residents, local
authorities and service providers to neighbourhood
management

3| Lessons from Liverpool
Liverpool city council has begun a major
decentralisation of its services, passing power
down from the town hall to neighbourhood level.
At the conference, city councillor Richard Kemp
explained its new approach and called on others
– including central government – to radically
overhaul their own approach to regeneration. And
Gerard Murden, chief executive of regeneration
agency Include, described how his community
agency has begun to transform Liverpool 8 with
direct control of local authority budgets
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1 Richard Kemp
Liverpool city councillor

‘

I’M HERE today to say that mainstreaming and social
enterprise are absolutely critical for neighbourhood
renewal. I’ve worked in regeneration for over 20 years
and I still don’t understand why we keep going back to
the places we were supposed to have sorted out before
and try to redo regeneration every ten years or so.

The usual way of doing regeneration goes something
like this:
1 The government has an idea for a programme
2 You get out your indices of deprivation
3 You choose an area that’s deprived enough to fit
the programme
4 You go in. It’s a filthy area, unsafe, ghettoised, and
full of people with problems
5 You set up a committee
6 You spend 18 months setting up a constitution
7 You send people out with clipboards to do the
research
8 You set up focus groups
9 You write three different reports for government
and get the guidelines changed
10 They approve what you proposed
11 They give you the money once you’ve changed
your plans to fit everything into the national programme’s ideas.
Yet in that area all anyone ever wanted for us to clean
the place up and make it safe. It’s that blindingly obvious. No matter how many consultants you pull in, or how
many strategies you write, none of that leads to even
one person wanting to stay in or move to an area.

’

In Liverpool there were too many neighbourhoods for us
to concentrate on with our new approach. Twenty seven
of the 33 wards rank in the 10% most deprived in the
country. Not one of our wards is in the top 50%. Lots
of programmes emphasise training and jobs and that’s
understandable. But what happens to places when people get those jobs and get trained? Often they choose
to leave if the neighbourhood itself isn’t attractive.

In Liverpool we decided it was time to take a fresh view.
We looked hard at what we normally do and asked ourselves: why isn’t this working?

We did research into why people want to buy a house in
a particular area and choose to live there. Interestingly

No matter how many consultants
you get in or strategies you write, all
anyone ever wanted you to do was to
clean the place up and make it safe

‘

Richard Kemp: ‘Our one stop shop neighbourhood offices can be accessed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year. But residents ask: why aren’t the government’s agencies in there too?’

we found that when people buy, the last thing they think
of is the house itself. Above all they want the area to be
clean and safe. They want good schools for their children, they want good care facilities if they’re elderly.
Liverpool, like any other city, is a federation of neighbourhoods. We worked out that all regeneration

programmes and the special money amounted to only
3% of what we spend routinely through mainstream
services. This is what mainstreaming is all about – it’s
using the 97% more effectively. That 97% is the money
that won’t come and go, it’s money that isn’t dependent
upon bureaucratic forms, strategies and reporting systems for special programmes.

In response to Richard Kemp
Alan Riddell, NRU deputy director responded to Richard Kemp:
‘I do stress that we do take very seriously the need to join up our own services and we understand the frustration that can be caused when this doesn’t happen. But it’s important to recognise that the government is not a
single organisation, unlike Liverpool city council. It’s really hard work to join up what government does across
all its totally different departments. This is more like asking Liverpool to join up what it does and pool budgets
with Manchester city council! We can always do better but real progress is being made. It is important to recognise that it takes time – as everyone involved in neighbourhood renewal understands
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Kemp’s pleas to government

‘

Joined up thinking is a bit of rhetoric that the government has long espoused, but where’s the reality? When
the Sustainable Communities Plan came out how many times was neighbourhood renewal mentioned? Let me
give you a clue, it was a round figure….
I think central government has a lot to learn from the way we’re joining up services, and others are too. In terms
of central government it hasn’t really joined up services on different floors at ODPM, let alone with other government departments who have their own outputs and their own monitoring systems.
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The other issues which should be taken more seriously in Whitehall are the strains of monitoring. Liverpool city
council has to produce 1,500 key performance indicators. It costs us over £2 million to produce these figures,
which are required by everyone from Objective One to separate government departments. Yet the city council
itself only uses 25 of the 1,500 performance indicators and we have invented 25 of our own. We’ve got 50 indicators that work for us across Liverpool. Why are we being asked to produce 1,500?

‘

We’ve got 50 of our own performance indicators that work for us across
Liverpool. Why are we being asked to produce 1,500?

’

My conclusion is we have got to take power away from Whitehall and give it to the town halls, and then take
power from the town halls and pass it down to the community. That is the only way long term we can protect
and improve neighbourhoods that need renewal.

’

Liverpool city council alone spends £1.2 billion a year
on its neighbourhoods. If we can spend just 5% of that
more effectively, it will have a major impact on people’s
lives and their prospects.
We are in the process of redesigning our whole
approach to a neighbourhood level – we think that
neighbourhood management is the way to run the
city. We have now set up a neighbourhood directorate
and are planning to move services like housing and
environmental health out from the centre to the neighbourhoods, to migrate services into that structure. Our
new system gives neighbourhoods three functions:

We found that special money
amounted to only 3% of what we
spend in these neighbourhoods.
This is what mainstreaming is
all about – using the 97% more
effectively

‘

’

1 One stop shops
These are places where residents can interact with any
part of our services as a council. They can access services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
You can renew your library books at 3 am if you want
to – of course we automatically report any person who

does so to social services for being sad. I’m only joking!
The only problem with the one stop shop is that people
then quite understandably ask why government agencies aren’t part of it. Why aren’t they in there?
2 Familiar faces
We allow residents to deal with the same people when
they visit. Agency staff will deal with the same people from other agencies all the time. We deliberately
place staff from completely different services at the
same seniority next to each other in the one stop shop
offices. This is real inter-agency collaboration – people
with equal status in their service talking directly to one
another. The old top down approach forces each service manager to go up to someone above them before
any contact is made with the other service, which is just
time wasting.
3 Local leadership and one stop action plans
We are developing genuine local governance systems
for 21 key neighbourhoods in Liverpool – placing someone is in charge of each neighbourhood who develops
a neighbourhood plan. These plans mean we don’t need
to consult on every initiative, the neighbourhood has
already decided what the community wants.

Social enterprise
Who should run services – the public or private sector? Personally I don’t care as long as the safeguards
are there. But we believe the best way is to use social
enterprises, real businesses with real contracts and real
outputs but with a social ethos.
I would give as an example a company called FRC
Group, which has contracts with 72 different housing
associations and local authorities to collect bulky waste-

We are redesigning our whole
approach. We think that neighbourhood
management is the way to run the
city. We have set up a neighbourhood
directorate and are planning to move
whole services like housing and
environmental health out from the
centre to the neighbourhoods

‘

’

and provide other environmental services. We take the
view that all services in Liverpool could be performed
by a company like this. What makes FRC special is that
they use long term unemployed people and they recycle 33% of furniture they take in as bulky waste, selling
it either direct to residents or getting it to charities for
refurbishment. FRC costs the same as the bog standard council service did but for every pound the council
spends it gets two pounds in value, it creates jobs and it
provides cheap furniture as a benefit to local people.
We are taking social enterprise so seriously at Liverpool
that we have someone working with the chief executive
to see which services could be run by social enterprises. By the end of March 2004 we will identify three
local authority services that will be transferred to agencies and linked to our neighbourhood system. We want
everyone to ask themselves how many of their
services could be provided by residents, not just
for them.
We have now also set up an organisation called
Liverpool Plus to link the neighbourhood structures
with social enterprise and long term contracts to
run services. This is real ‘joined up thinking’. I see no
reason why other councils across the country can’t look
hard at we are doing and see whether they can do
this themselves.

’
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2 Gerard Murden
Chief executive, Include Liverpool

‘

INCLUDE is a bit like an urban regeneration
company at neighbourhood level. We employ 75
staff but we only pay four of them. The rest are
directly managed by us but paid for the parent
agencies to work with us and for us.
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In year one we had no finance, then we were
given half a million pounds as pump priming
finance by the city council. Now we have gone
from one to three million pounds in capital programme money. This is the first time a local
authority has ever given an external company
its own capital resources, its own mainstream
finance.
We are an independent and provident company.
We operate particularly in areas like Liverpool 8,
where there has been little or not coordination
of different regeneration budgets such as SRB.

Today we have control of
£3 million in capital programme
money. This is the first time a
local authority has ever given an
external company its own capital
resources, its own mainstream
finance.

‘

’

We know that it’s possible to regenerate waterside areas, like Liverpool Docklands or Canary
Wharf in London, but what happens behind the
water? What’s going on in Poplar, in Liverpool
8, and the rest of them? Residents say to us:
‘never mind regeneration, we want clean, safe,

well managed neighbourhoods.’ We’re all about encouraging enterprise, both civic and social. We see ourselves
at Include as a host, helping the city council to learn the
neighbourhood management approach.
My ex-colleagues at the local authority are kicking and
screaming at the multi-agency approach. There is a permafrost of middle managers there who don’t want their
empires challenged. But we’re going to challenge them
and we’ve got to appeal to front line staff to help us do
this. We’ve now got fire advocate officers giving benefit advice – that’s the extent to which we’ve got people
working across their old borders.
By focusing on particular areas, we sometimes uncover
the most basic, shocking, lack of resources. For example, we found that Liverpool 8 had not got one grassed
play area. There was also plenty of evidence of lots of
young people getting injuries, which is not surprising
really. We now have one major grassed facility shared by
all the schools and many other groups in the area. This
has been built despite strong resistance from individual
agencies. We’ve combined pots of money, saved everyone money in running costs – that’s mainstreaming.
My main mantra is ‘keep it simple’. Get the clean, safe,
well managed issues right first, then regenerate. Today
we manage the city’s street cleaning contract – we put
up alley gates. Yes, we do all the regeneration initiatives
we can, but above all we manage the neighbourhood.
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Four years ago I was an officer at
Liverpool city council. We decided to
take mainstream seriously. We started
by setting up a company at Dingle
running property. We don’t own
property but we do manage it and
carry out regeneration

‘

My ex colleagues at the local
authority are kicking and screaming
at the multi-agency approach. There
is a permafrost of middle managers
there who don’t want their empires
challenged

‘

’

We also get involved in profit making as a way of creating additional resources. For example, we run a
commercial estate agency and reinvest profits. We’ve

’

set up the first cash machine in the area. Before us,
Liverpool 8 never had a fluctuation in property prices
– since we’ve been operating in the area prices have
gone up from £17,000 or £18,000 for a house to £75,000.
We are helping to create wealth for residents, not
just better services.

’

4. Young people

New national policies require youth services to link
up with wider activities including neighbourhood
renewal. Yet there are concerns that youth projects
are often duplicated, under-resourced or restricted
rigidly to target groups. How can neighbourhood
management ensure that young people locally can
access appropriate support and activities that will
last beyond short term funding?
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MAUREEN McDaid, seconded from Wirral Council to
work with the DFES on developing the national policy
for youth work, explained how the government’s youth
policy now encourages local youth services to con-

nect with wider corporate, community and regeneration
plans. The profile of youth services is now much higher
and the expectations of what they can deliver have
therefore been raised.
She listed the key national policy documents that influence the way youth services operate. Transforming
youth work, a 2001 document, sets out the government’s
expectations on how youth work will be improved. There
is also youth work common planning framework. This
encourages every youth service to develop a service
plan showing how it will address wider key priorities,
which could include those of neighbourhood renewal
depending on local priorities.

Emerging themes
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Many delegates had a negative experience working with youth services across the country. Problems cited
include patchy resources, lack of experienced staff and a national agenda that up until now has missed key
target groups (such as children between 5 and 12). Some regarded it as inflexible, because good schemes
lost funding due to the use of non-accredited staff. One delegate reported that the police in there area had
become so frustrated that they had set up a youth club themselves
Some youth services focus on disadvantaged/excluded young people and are therefore not providing
services for all children in their area
This focus has meant that there is little provision for the ‘good kids’, creating a disincentive to carry on
being ‘good’
Gaps in provision for five to 12 year olds – where more preventative work is required – are common. The
Children’s Trust green paper recommends that every council should provide services for all children up to
19, acknowledging gaps. No funding is available yet. But there will be pilot children’s trusts set up in 2005
to bring children’s services, the youth service and play service together
Lack of flexibility is reported in some areas, due to perceptions that the national policy framework is too
rigid
A mapping exercise would be useful, to identify what is being provided where, where gaps/overlaps exist
etc. Neighbourhood Management can then help to address the overlaps and plug the gaps
The development of youth projects and interventions are still mainly decided and managed by adults.
There was a plea for more direct control to be given to young people to decide on what activities they want
and then for them to manage them
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There is also extra funding available for youth service
staff to get trained in working this way. Managers are
also trained to work more effectively across barriers
and boundaries.
The government now expects youth services to bring
their knowledge and understanding of young people
into the work of a wide range of other agencies. Key
targets and standards have been set that need to be
achieved by the local authority, including reaching 25%
of the target age range in any given year and maintaining a balance of services delivered by a variety of
projects and agencies. A key factor will be the breadth
of services provided and the links established between
youth work and other initiatives – of which neighbourhood management could be one.
Performance will now be monitored by government
offices. There will be powers of intervention by the secretary of state if the service is not coming up to scratch.
This gives regeneration partnerships some leverage
that was not available previously.

The ‘roving reporters’ at the conference
(see page 23)
Maureen added that youth services mainly work with
young people aged 13 to 19 but that work was allowed
at the margins (eg 11 to 25 year olds). Eighty per cent
of youth service budgets have to be devoted to working with the core age group. Work with young people of
19 plus tends to focus around those with special educational needs.
Ernest Dobson, neighbourhood manager from
Derwentside, was concerned that the national policy
risked undermining the flexibility which has previously
been negotiated: ‘Youth work has been forced to stick
to certain age groups more rigidly, while volunteer work
is losing funding because it is not accredited.’ He gave
an example of recruiting and training young people to
research services and facilities available in the area.
They found that 24 different services for young people
being provided by a range of agencies – showing a lack
of co-ordination.
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School children from Anne Osborn primary and Wood Way Park school performed
a play sending up the sterotypes adults often apply to young people

What’s working
n

n

n

n

n

In Barnsley schools have citizens’ panels. There is a monthly night club event which enables council
officers to talk to/consult young people about their concerns and ideas on their own territory
Bradford New Deal for Communities runs a programme in which young people do voluntary work with the
elderly in day care centres
Youth Bank UK supports an approach in which young people are given control over grants to spend
locally, giving them a real say on which activities/services are provided
In the Wolverhampton neighbourhood management project there is a project run with the fire service
working with disaffected young people. This provides good progression routes onto other agencies once
young people become involved
In Gospel Oak in London, research found that Somali and Bengali kids were not accessing the usual
youth service provision. A youth centre specifically for these groups is now proving popular. However, there
is a concern that this project will be difficult to mainstream

Youth policies are still made centrally
– young people are not being involved.
We all need to learn to engage and
negotiate better with our young
people so that they can be involved in
establishing these agendas

‘

’

Ebenezer Akinsami, resident, Clapham Park
New Deal for Communities

‘Hanging around’
Keith Gerrard, the neighbourhood manager at North
Huyton New Deal for Communities talked about their
work with the youth services tackling perceived problems of young people ‘hanging around’ and causing
nuisance in one part of the area.

What isn’t working
n

n

n

n

n

Bradford Trident NDC won a neighbourhood
management award for its youth work
(right: Umar Hyatt)

Many youth services are not linking
effectively with regeneration or corporate
agendas
Pockets of good practice don’t influence
policies sufficiently at local or national level
– policy makers should learn more from what
works on the ground, not expect projects to
fit their own rigid agendas
Very few young people projects have made
the leap and handed over control over
activities and resources to the users – in
stark contrast to many other neighbourhood
renewal projects
Projects (eg cyber cafés) which close after
short term funding (eg 3 years) can be seen
as a betrayal when young people have given
their time to build them up and have become
used to using them
It can be hard to sustain police involvement
in preventative work because they are under
pressure to deliver core performance indicators. Could these indicators be reviewed to
include working to reduce risk of crime being
committed?
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A multi-agency steering group was established, chaired
by the local police. Each agency defined exactly what
the real issues were, for the young people, local residents and the agencies involved. It was essential to get
a shared view of what the problems were and get hard
evidence to inform this. An action plan was then developed, proposing a programme of activities for young
people including arts, music and sports, personal development courses for small groups and a skate boarding
programme run by young people.
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The approach has tried to ensure that these activities can be sustained with mainstream budget support.
But costs are high, with large numbers of young people keen to participate. Staff have had to work with
some difficult young people who might in the past have
been excluded from premises and activities and supporting these staff to include these young people has
been a major issue. Locally however, the multi agency
approach has been well received and has strengthened
joint working relationships for all those involved.
This session was led by Maureen McDaid of DfES,
Mike Cooper, principal youth service officer at
Knowsley MDC and Keith Gerrard, neighbourhood
manager for North Huyton, Knowsley New Deal for

Youth services here are
allocated on a pro rata basis
rather than on need. The
budget is half what is nationally
recommended. The government
could help by ensuring provision
is acceptable at local authority
and neighbourhood level

‘

’

Simon Smith, Fenland Rural Pathfinder

We’re not just flipping burgers
in MacDonald’s, we’re making
a difference. On our youthbank
project we employ adults with
the grants we control. The main
message is: respect us and
we will respect you

‘

’

Asif Khan, Youthbank UK

Above all, remember that life
is more fun when you involve
young people in renewal projects.
Everyone will enjoy it and
benefit

‘

’

Becky Sharp, National Youth Agency

Targeting services
Nick Mannion, neighbourhood manager at Knutton Cross Heath pathfinder explained that over 30% of the population in his neighbourhood are young people. ‘It is just not possible to work with all of them. We have chosen
to focus on those young people who are “NEET” (not in education, employment or training) or at risk of falling
into this category.’
These young people have been identified by the Connexions service. They will be helped and supported back
into education or training by youth workers who have also been trained as personal advisers.
Underused space in a local high school is being used, providing a base from which outreach services for young
people can be delivered – eg sexual health, nurses, Connexions, anti-bullying, counselling etc. Both services
are due to start in Spring 2004.

Truth. The roving reporters prepared a
powerpoint show to show delegates
their own answers to the question
‘what is the first thing that comes
into your head when we say young
people’. Answers included: loud,
energy, trouble, future, always blamed,
awkward, ignorant and cheerful...
Scoop. The reporters at work,
producing a conference newspaper
overnight for delegates. The lead
story, ‘Riddell admits low youth
priority’ included NRU’s Alan Riddell
admitting: ‘If I was absolutely honest,
I don’t think we have done many
things for young people’
Humour. Anthony High (right)
received a personal achievement
award for his work in Middlesbrough
on drugs prevention. The team
reported his comments on the
issues in their newspaper with an
eye-catching tabloid style headline:
‘High on drugs’
Youth reporters
Six young people went to the conference as ‘roving reporters’ to cover the event and raise awareness
about perceptions of young people in neighbourhoods. Mel O’Brien and Alice Johnson (Youth Consultation
Peterborough), worked with Asif Khan and Ahsan Ali (Bradford YouthBank) and Erin Wright (Bristol YouthBank).
Becky Sharp from The National Youth Agency co-ordinated their work.
The team pointed out to (often unaware) delegates that Article 12 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child says that young people have the ‘right to express their views in decisions that affect them’. Their final
verdict on the event: ‘Everyone found it a great surprise at how hard we worked. We made a serious impact
on the conference and our presence was made known. Young people are the future and we know what we
want from it!’
Their full report on the conference is at www.ycp.info/odpm
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5| Anti social behaviour
In its first year, the government’s Anti Social
Behaviour Unit has created the conditions for a
concerted national effort to tackle the problem. In
response to its action plan, new laws and powers
are now becoming available to enable authorities to
take action more easily and with expert support. At
East Brighton New Deal for Communities, a community safety team has also pioneered local solutions
that could help provide inspiration to those yet to
feel they are making enough progress making
their neighbourhoods clean and safe
Emerging Themes
n
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n

n

n

n

n

n

n
n

n

n

Residents increasingly want to know who is subject to anti-social behaviour orders and contracts. But
agencies are not convinced it is wise to divulge the information. How much information is made publicly
available is an unresolved debate
Domestic violence is a major contributor to anti-social behaviour. Yet mainstream agencies rarely tackle
it with specialist programmes. It is still largely a hidden crime
Some believe that the new enforcement tools (see below) should be complemented with better funded/
coordinated preventative action. Youth programmes, debt advice, parenting skills, citizenship etc need significantly more mainstream support
Significant new powers are becoming available to tackle anti-social behaviour. The government is spearheading a big push, with a new Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 and with its anti-social behaviour unit
Other legislation such as the forthcoming Housing Bill will also give new powers (eg to tackle absentee
landlords). A green paper on protecting children at risk will create integrated support plans, particularly for
young people at risk of offending
Residents can now approach their newly appointed anti-social behaviour coordinators to ensure action is
taken to implement the new Act. They can hold them to account if too little is being done
Delays/reluctance to use anti-social behaviour orders will be tackled with the introduction of ten regional
anti-social behaviour prosecutors coordinated by the Crown Prosecution Service. Custodial sentences
will for the first time be the first consideration
Anti-social behaviour contracts are a positive alternative for improving the conduct of young people
Anti-social behaviour risks being seen as a ‘teenager problem’. Yet adults commit anti-social
behaviour too
Advice and practical assistance will soon be available. A national helpline is being introduced and
regional academies are being established to train practitioners
If the public do not feel these new powers and approaches make much difference, some feel, there is a
risk of vigilante behaviour which could exacerbate tensions. It is therefore important to monitor and widely
publicise the positive results of action taken

LOUISE Lay from the Anti Social Behaviour Unit
explained that the unit was set up in January 2003,
after two opinion polls a year apart had shown little or
no public perception that progress was being made.
Most of the unit’s staff come from front line agency
backgrounds such as housing, drug programmes or
the legal profession. They made over 100 site visits
around England to gauge local views before launching a national action plan in October 2003. Its main
points are:
n some areas respond better than others to antisocial behaviour – there is a need to improve the
general quality/level of response
n crime and disorder reduction partnerships will
receive £25,000 from the unit for two years,
to appoint a dedicated anti-social behaviour
coordinator
n an academy in each government office area to
train up those involved in dealing with anti-social
behaviour is to be established as part of the
regional centres of excellence
n a helpline for practitioners is to be launched in
early 2004
n a programme of trail-blazing action areas has
already been established in ten urban areas which
are receiving guidance and resources from the
unit to tackle a range of issues including nuisance
neighbours, begging, street crime and environmental crime
n a support structure for victims of anti-social
behaviour is to be developed.
The unit will catalogue what works, and will promote a mix of preventative work and enforcement.
Its approach is supported by government and new powers and legislation are already coming in stream to
support it.

The unit has also gained resources to ‘buy’ ten regional
anti-social behaviour prosecutors in 2004, with a central
co-ordinator in the Crown Prosecution Service. ‘These
posts will be entirely concerned with prosecuting antisocial behaviour orders,’ she explained. ‘They will also
consider custodial sentences as a first option rather
than a fine.’
The Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 will legislate for
these and other changes to local authority and police
powers. The Home Secretary David Blunkett has urged
communities to ‘demand that local agencies make full
use of these powers to reclaim their neighbourhoods for
the decent, law abiding majority’. There will be a corresponding boost in police presence, community support
officers and neighbourhood wardens.
Ideas from East Brighton
John Mitchell, who heads the New Deal for Communities
multi-agency community safety team, explained that his
strategy was about balancing care with control.
The team includes mainstream posts from the housing department working alongside neighbourhood
wardens, community police, youth inclusion project staff,
the domestic violence co-ordinator. They are joined by
representatives from programmes such as restorative
justice, victim support, parent support and neighbourhood mediators. ‘We also have our own legal support
team. Initially we had funded the extra police here but
this has now been mainstreamed with the police covering their costs – the benefits of having them were
obvious to all.’
An early win was the result of a blitz on abandoned vehicles. ‘Previously they had orange stickers displayed on
them – these might as well have said “set me on fire”! We
ended this practice and got them moved more speedily.’
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What’s working
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n

n

n

n

n

Contracts are often a positive way to deal with young people’s anti-social behaviour. They are already
helping young people get a reference to help them to find work, somewhere to live etc
Where abandoned vehicles are removed quickly, neighbourhoods are avoiding becoming areas where
‘anything goes’. Clean streets are safer streets
New, fun ways of dealing with problems are proving effective. A pellet gun amnesty where replacement
water pistols are given followed by a water fight is one good example
Developing strong relationships with individual staff within agencies to gain their personal input and support for action often pays off. This can be more valuable than just getting agencies to agree policies or
statements
Building in legal support/agreements from the outset of a case often pays dividends in the long run –
enforcement often needs careful case preparation

Other anti-social behaviour remedies in East Brighton
include parenting skills training, anger management
courses, possession notices, anti-social behaviour contracts and orders, injunctions, eviction notices, CCTV
use and diversionary activities for young people. One
unusual initiative (which shows that a bit of imagination can make a big impact) was the response to a local
craze for pellet guns and air rifles. The team launched
an amnesty day with the police. ‘Those surrendering
the weapons received a water pistol instead,’ said John.

‘Participants, including the professionals, were treated
to a huge water fight!’

Children often start anti-social
behaviour in school. They can’t
read and so they opt out. Wouldn’t
interventions in school save time and
money?

‘

’

Angela Barnes, Basildon Interlock neighbourhood management pathfinder

The neighbourhood management
process itself can help areas to
tackle anti-social behaviour. An
emphasis on community safety
binds services together. Having a
neighbourhood management team
on the ground concentrating on this
puts pressure on a range of agencies
to deliver their part of the solution

‘

John Mitchell, East Brighton New Deal for
Communities

’

What isn’t working
n

n

n

n

n

The use and enforcement of anti-social behaviour orders is still patchy. The new Act gives public authorities the tools, but some still appear reluctant to use them
The Act fails to deal with abuse of fireworks, which are a year round problem. There is no evidence of successful interventions relating to this particular form of neighbour abuse
Eviction can be difficult to achieve using evidence from neighbours etc. Even if successful it can just move
the problem somewhere else. Eviction rarely deals with the reasons why a household commits anti-social
behaviour
The legislation more readily enables public sector tenants to be dealt with. There are still few working
examples of anti-social private tenants and home owners being challenged
Prevention and prosecution require very different approaches by the Police. The two are not always wellbalanced, particularly in dealing with young people

The team includes in its sense of local achievements a
new culture of genuine multi-agency problem solving
and good community involvement and support. ‘We’ve
got a strong emphasis on non-legal solutions and there
is now more lateral thinking from the various agency
staff,’ he said.

orders, because of time and evidence constraints:
‘Perpetrators often aren’t paying their rent’. John agreed
this seemed attractive, but warned that their anti-social
behaviour information could not then be used on appeal.

Getting results

He recommended pursuing anti-social behaviour orders
from the outset and gaining experience in this work to
speed up the process in future.

A number of ideas were put forward by residents and
agency staff. Larissa Laing of Huntingdon Housing
Partnership suggested it could be easier to seek eviction on rent arrears rather than anti-social behaviour

Inspector David Shardlow of Nottinghamshire Police
pointed out that dealing with private tenants was much
harder than with social tenants.
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The Anti-social Behaviour Act
is very much focused on young
people. How can we challenge the
perceptions this creates?

‘

’

Asif Khan, Youth Bank UK
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Louise explained that the forthcoming Housing Bill proposes the licensing of private landlords and introduces
the concept of ‘fit and proper’ landlords. Where landlords fail to comply with their accreditation the new law
will enable local authorities to take the property into
their ownership and impose a fine. ‘This is a huge step
forward in providing statutory tools to tackle anti-social
behaviour in the private sector,’ she said.

available to smaller authority areas?’ Louise confirmed
that central Crown Prosecution Service coordinators will
deal with smaller authorities. She suggested as a cost
saving measure getting a service level agreement
with the local police legal team: ‘In Leeds recently 66
anti-social behaviour orders were issued in a blitz in just
26 days to deal with a serious street drug problem.’ It
may be cheaper to take action in waves.

Inspector David Shardlow of Nottinghamshire Police
said that he believed that burden of proof still required
a ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ status in anti-social behaviour cases. Louise explained that the new legislation no
longer requires a catalogue of evidenced events: ‘One
good piece of evidence will be sufficient to prosecute.’

Initially the Crown Prosecution
Service didn’t realise it had to
prosecute breach of anti-social
behaviour orders. We tried the
county courts but this was too
complicated. Getting convictions
is too slow. The process
needs to improve

Chris Simpson of Blythe Valley Borough Council wondered if the cost of taking cases to court was cost
effective: ‘Will anti-social behaviour unit prosecutors be

‘

’

John Mitchell, East Brighton New Deal for
Communities

Anti-social behaviour contracts
In East Brighton, contracts are proving a positive alternative to anti-social behaviour orders as a way to deal with
young people in particular. Contracts, said John Mitchell, are relatively easy to arrange, and despite initial scepticism can help some young people to find a better way forward.
East Brighton used 64 between 2001 to 2003. Of these 40 were successful, 15 were extended for minor
breaches, and only nine failed. ‘The cost of a contract is roughly £400,’ he said. ‘Yet our research showed that
the average cost of offending prior to a contract being agreed is more like £7,000!’
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Sue Bickler, neighbourhood manager, Bournemouth pathfinder:
‘We have a big community of recovering addicts. The wardens are very much in touch
with these people out on the streets – we struggled to engage with them in the past’

John felt that a team solicitor was cost effective,
because local authority legal departments are stretched
and more generalist, and private solicitors are expensive. ‘East Brighton can act quickly because we have
our own team solicitor on this. We know exactly who to
go to for legal advice and support. Quality expert advice
is crucial in this field.’
This session was led by Louise Lay, Home Office antisocial behaviour unit and John Mitchell,
community safety manager at East Brighton New Deal
for Communities

You have to ensure that what
you do is seen as helping young
people not just targeting them.
We recently heard of a group
of young people looking for our
community warden. A woman
was forcing them to move away
from her house and they wanted
to report her for harassment!

‘

Alex Bain, Stockton neighbourhood
management pathfinder

’

6| Service level agreements

Service levels agreements, in which local service
providers like the police and education sign up
to targets and deadlines, are an essential tool of
neighbourhood management. But, given difficulties
forcing them to deliver, how can pathfinders and
projects ensure the best results? And how can
the process be used as a catalyst for agencies to
change their service culture to reflect
neighbourhood priorities?
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Delegates also agreed that service level agreements
should be used only where they are the most appropriate means to an end. They should not preclude other
tools such as resource mapping, which might offer an
equally effective approach to reforming the way partner
agencies operate in the neighbourhoods.
Where service level agreements have worked they
have been successful in bringing a number of agencies together in a positive but challenging relationship
with local residents – often for the first time. But the
term ‘service level’ can be problematic. Although it may
be useful in pinning down a service entitlement for residents, it does not necessarily provide a tool which will
help to ‘narrow the gap between neighbourhoods’. The
risk is that agencies will feel they have done enough
when they deliver services in a way many less deprived
areas would take for granted.

The issue of service agreements can
seem rather boring, but it can make or
break a pathfinder

‘

’

Ahmed Goga, Gloucester Community Counts
THE preparation of service level agreements should be
seen as a process in which any agreed document is a
milestone rather than end in itself.
Agreements can be used effectively to achieve results
over time, but they should not be seen as legally
enforceable documents.
These were the core messages from speakers Tony
Armstrong of the NRU and Lee Heeley, manager at
Basildon Interlock neighbourhood management pathfinder. Their understanding of this issue was echoed
by delegates who had had similar experiences. As Don
McQueen from Bournemouth pathfinder said: ‘Don’t
impose deadlines on agencies signing up – it’s an
ongoing process.’

As Micah Gold from Greenwich Woolwich Common
neighbourhood management pathfinder observed: ‘For
our community members it was a problem, because it
suggested a set level of service’. He was backed by
Sacha Bedding of Stockton pathfinder who asked:
‘How do you stop agencies becoming minimalist, providing the least they have to to meet the target?’
Agreements as a catalyst for change
Both Tony and Lee agreed that the service level agreement approach was most appropriate as a multi-agency
programme to reconfigure mainstream services on
themes that might not be service-specific (for example
the needs of young people or safe environments).
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Emerging Themes
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Some service level agreements, eg community safety and the environment tend to interest residents
more than, say, health – they are seen as having more immediate impact on daily lives
The term ‘service level agreements’ is not one to excite/inspire residents – given their importance a
rebranding might be useful
The process of creating agreements is an ideal opportunity for service providers to sit down with residents
and hear what it feels like to be their customers and to be on the receiving end of neighbourhood problems which services are being paid to tackle
Long term sustainability is a recurring issue. Will improvements in services last? Will there be permanent
ongoing review and pressure to improve?
Just because an agreement has been ‘signed off’ at the highest level, this does not automatically lead to
changes on the ground. ‘Vertical integration’ (frontline staff at the bottom of the hierarchy doing what the
top people say should happen) is critical
Developing corporate service agreements can also be a catalyst encouraging services to change their
culture to reflect neighbourhood management principles
Managers that work on service level agreements are potential champions for internal change and can be
useful allies for neighbourhood management projects
Although health service partners are increasingly collaborating on public health programmes, there are
fewer examples of specific work on issues such as young people’s mental health and access to social
services

What’s working
n

n

n

n

n

n
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n

n

n

‘Incentive funding’ – payment by results – can be useful, but should emerge later in the service level
agreement process, not be a starting point
Monitoring is vital. Some services monitor their managers’ impact at neighbourhood level as part of their
work plans, discussing progress as a normal responsibility in supervisions etc. Neighbourhood management should not be a bolt-on
Understanding differences within and between neighbourhoods can help change the way services are
targeted (eg work with GPs on flu vaccination in Tile Hill City at Coventry included a cost benefit analysis
that persuaded the primary care trust to fund future jab campaigns there)
Multi-agency service level agreements on themes like ‘safe and clean’ can be a useful first step towards
creating specific service level agreements. By engaging senior service managers in shared commitments, it is easier to pin them down later on how their own service delivers
Setting up service level agreements through neighbourhood management can help services recognise
that they have been linking up with the wrong partners in their own previous attempts to improve local
services
Pragmatism – going for what you can get agreed in the first instance and concentrating on win/win agreements – will appeal to services and help them see a benefit in the service level agreement approach
Making clear links between service agreements and services’ own strategic plans is essential. This will
also make it easier to introduce incentive funding later
Voluntary organisations and young people’s groups are natural monitors – listen to them. Engaging
young people effectively may require much more than a conventional link with the local youth agency
Landlords can learn from neighbourhood management, using multi-agency teams to tackle estate-based
problems as they arise

But the service level agreement process can have
more modest aspirations in the initial stage. Working
on agreements can be an important step in forming a
local partnership. The process can stimulate a helpful
debate on how an aspirational vision with agreed outcomes and ambitious targets might be achieved and
sustained.
Getting partner agencies to ‘buy in’ to the agreements at all levels (senior directors down to frontline
staff) was seen as critical. Tony’s advice was to ‘go in
at every level’ but not to assume that the people who
came along to partnership meetings would necessarily
be the only ones who were critical to gaining commitment ‘back at base’.

Long term mainstream commitment
Embedding a service level agreement into an organisation so that it is sustainable beyond the life of the
neighbourhood management project (or other government initiative), may require it being made directly
relevant to the agencies’ own objectives. Ideally, then,
agreements should relate to agencies’ own public service agreements, to their compressive performance
assessments and best value reviews.
Monitoring service level agreement performance
should also become a mainstream activity. If it seems
a bureaucratic chore that adds little value, agencies will
be less inclined to sustain agreements. Paul Allen from
East Brighton New Deal for Communities’ advice was:
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‘Organisations have top management teams who have
a myriad of performance indicators. Don’t ask them to
do more. Help directors to look good when reporting to
their Chief Executive or whoever they are accountable
to. Keep it simple and don’t overload them.’ Ivan Rudd of
Hastings Greater Hollington neighbourhood management pathfinder added: ‘The danger is that you create
a monitoring document rather than focusing on one or
two priority services which make a difference.’

What isn’t working
n

n

n

n

As a piece of paper a service
agreement is not the end of the
process – it’s simply a milestone. The
parts of the process that come before
and after make the real difference

‘

Tony Armstrong, NRU

’

n

Service level agreements are still not legally
enforceable documents
Some agencies assume that a service level
agreement can be a quick–fix document
Some service level agreements are negotiated and signed off at a high level with no
process engaging staff who should implement them before or after
Short term additional funding is not a good
main incentive for persuading partner agencies to change the way they operate for
good
Targets with open-ended timescales are a
recipe for inaction. There should be clear targets and milestones

Social landlords and neighbourhood management

‘

Some think decentralised services mean additional costs. But you have to remember that
neighbourhood management can make an area less expensive to service.
As landlords, we anticipate savings from neighbourhood management. We are looking
at the long term, aiming to have a lower management cost per property on a much
better managed estate

’

Nadeem Malik, London and Quadrant Housing Trust

‘

Neighbourhood management to us is about how registered social landlords can embrace
the community. It’s not super estate management. We see our role as significant, even
though we own less than 10% of the stock in the pathfinder area.
If neighbourhood management works here in general, our landlord business will
be more successful.

’

Kate Nisbet, Guinness Trust
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‘

Hyde does not have the baggage of the local authority within the local community. We can
be more flexible as delivery agents for neighbourhood management. But on the downside,
we do not have the authority of the council

’

Sarah Thurman, Hyde Plus Housing Association

Resident involvement in helping agencies to monitor
services is crucial. Paul Allen: ‘The best people to check
that services are being delivered to scratch are the
hundreds, even thousands of residents out there who
receive them. They know best.’
Service level agreements should be reviewed and
updated regularly, as part of a dynamic long-term process. Ideally partner agencies should see neighbourhood
management teams as critical friends who can help
them deliver effectively. Most agencies and their staff
want to feel that what they do works well and meets
their customers’ satisfaction. The trick is to get them
to see how neighbourhood management principles can
help them do this.

This session was led by Tony Armstrong, NRU
health team leader, and Lee Heley, neighbourhood
manager at Basildon Interlock neighbourhood management pathfinder

We’d been ringing the local “Cops
Team” but nothing was happening. We
found that we needed to go through
the police’s district unit. They then
reprioritised what the local officers
do here

‘

’

Paul Jackson, Renew Tees valley neighbourhood
management pathfinder
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We’re developing corporate service agreements with the county
council and the borough. High level managers are now looking at
how neighbourhood management principles can be
embedded into their organisations

‘

’
’

Craig Farnsworth, Knutton Cross Heath neighbourhood management pathfinder

‘

Ensure that service level agreements are up to date,
dynamic and meaningful for the neighbourhood

Lee Heley, Basildon Interlock neighbourhood management pathfinder

‘

It’s all very well for a chief executive or director to sign up to a
service level agreement. But if the staff on the ground
don’t know about it, it will not work

’
’

Tony Armstrong, NRU

New Deal for Communities pathfinders did not always think of what
they wanted from Jobcentre Plus through service level agreements

‘

Margaret Waring, Department of Work and Pensions

7| Extended schools
Yes the community also has a
responsibility to educate. But some
educators have their heads in the
sand on issues like bullying –
they won’t come out into the
community to tackle it

‘

Sydney Smith secondary school in Hull is an
‘extended school’. It offers non-mainstream
education services to its pupils and their families,
especially those judged at risk of serious underachievement. What lessons can other neighbourhoods learn from their ground-breaking approach?

Reggie Jones, resident chair,
Blacon neighbourhood management pathfinder

HULL’S interest in the ‘full service school’ approach
stems in part from the challenges it faces as an
entirely urban city with no suburbs, Danuta Tomasz, the
Excellence in Cities coordinator from Hull local education authority explained.

‘Hull suffers serious deprivation and its population
is falling sharply – 7.5% down over the last 10 years.
There is low car ownership, over 21% of homes have
no central heating and there are high levels of teenage
pregnancy.’

’
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Sydney Smith school – a profile
n
n
n
n
n

n
n

Large secondary on the outskirts of Hull
1,600 pupils and 150 staff
100 thought to be ‘at risk’ of underachievement
It is over subscribed, expecting to teach more than 1,800 within three years
Serves two communities – local area and those bussed in from further away – hence term ‘extended
school’
Emphasis on administration/support staff to ensure teachers concentrate on core role of teaching
Seven non-teacher student liaison officers offer wider support to families of pupils

The city’s secondary schools cater for 11-16 year olds,
with over-16s going to further education colleges. In
some areas the public transport links to colleges are
poor, which adds difficulty to people already disinclined
to study for qualifications. This is a classic case of how

poor service provision can impact on residents’ life prospects. And this creates a vicious cycle. Because key
stage four performance in schools is very poor, working
people with families are deterred from coming to live in
Hull, adding to the city’s economic problems.

What’s working
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

At Sydney Smith school, teachers don’t carry out administration work (eg compiling the register and collecting dinner money). There is a large admin team and a swipe card system which is used for every
lesson
Teachers don’t have pastoral duties, eg heads of school years. Instead there is a team of student liaison
officers who deal with pupil/parent/teacher problems
The administration and pastoral staff are self-funding, because fewer teachers are required – teachers
are roughly twice as expensive as administrative staff (previously there were 73 teachers, but only enough
pure teaching work for 48)
The school uses courses for adults like counselling and its ancillary services to increase skills in the community and to provide an intermediate labour market. Last year 36 people found jobs this way
To promote healthy eating and reach health targets, the school timetable was changed to allow time for
breakfast after the school bus arrives
Bringing together the heads of further education colleges and secondary schools on a joint board has
spread the impact of the extended schools approach
East Manchester New Deal for Communities is supporting an Education Action Zone initiative to tackle 1419 year olds not in standard education. It funds a scheme to provide plumbing and carpentry courses. In
the school holidays a group on the course went to Africa to help paint a school
East Manchester parents are taking ICT classes. The local credit union is providing loans for buying
computers. Youngsters as young as four are helping to show older residents how to use them. This has
also helped to raise school attainments
Voluntary organisations providing community services can feel threatened by a school’s role. Sydney Smith
has gone out of its way to avoid duplication, demonstrate added value and share accommodation
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At Hull we are very excited by what
Sydney Smith is doing. We want to pick
up on their good ideas to extend
them to other schools as a
mainstream approach

‘

’

Danuta Tomasz (left)

Target pupils and action to help them
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First the school defines and measures its task with ‘three As’:
n At-risk: define the nature of the school’s at-risk students and by implication their families
n Attainment: at-risk students are those in each key stage who are making too little progress in relation to
their potential
n Audit: find out more about this group, assess their particular problems and needs (eg attendance/health,
behaviour/attitude, course composition/take-up)
The school then takes action to help this group with ‘three Ps’:
n Provision: a ‘one-stop-shop’ for a range of agencies which can help at risk students’ families’ lives – and
others too
n Participation: a strategy to encourage students/parents to access the extended school facilities/services
regularly
n Progress: ensure continuity, not just a series of one-off experiences

At Sydney Smith school, a government-funded pilot
through the DfES behaviour improvement programme
is showing how things could be improved. A collaborative approach involving communities, the police and
other agencies, is making a tangible difference. As an
‘extended school’, it provides a range of services and
activities, often beyond the school day, to help meet the
needs of its pupils, their families and the wider community. It received £160,000 in its first year to set up the
programme with a further £93,000 in the subsequent
two years. Results of the initiative so far include job
creation, a family learning centre, several courses for
families in the community and a transport initiative to

ease congestion at the local sports’ centre and make
access to the school site easier.
The school advocates a broader approach than just
relying on education to help children succeed. It shares
its commitment to those at risk of underachieving with
both parents and other services. Getting basic support
for the child established at home, the school believes,
has a huge impact on their prospects.
Steve Davis, deputy head, explained: ‘We’ve moved
on from a series of little projects to a comprehensive extended schools approach. For us, this means
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addressing the needs of a particular set of students and
their parents who are not being served adequately. We
define the at risk students as those who make insufficient progress – about 100 of our 1,600 children. We
then audit why they are not doing well – what’s happening in terms of their attendance, their health, their
behaviour. Are they missing lessons and why? What are
their parental attitudes? Is there illness in the family that
they have to cope with? And so on.’

It is important that if these
schemes are successful, we
must feed this back to influence
mainstreaming

‘

’

Don McQueen, chair, Bournemouth neighbourhood management pathfinder

These students are then measured in terms of their
take up of special opportunities to learn. ‘We provide
arts, sports and IT facilities at a one stop shop, the
range of agencies involved in the school or in facilities

run by the school at other sites. These can include lifelong learning classes, health advice and support, child
care and parenting advice. For example, people may not
want to go to smoking cessation classes but they can
go to schools as a first point of contact to think about
these issues.’

Sydney Smith school is
impressive, but it benefits from
economies of scale because of its
size. In many places, parents are
happy to be consumers and move
their children around

‘

’

Tom Irwin, Kirklees Education service
In terms of participation, Davis went on, ‘we think you’ve
got to encourage people on an individual basis, not just
hold a big meeting. Some of the people we’re targeting
may not like schools, perhaps from their own experience
as a child, and may not feel comfortable using school
facilities. So we provide services in different buildings
so that they don’t have to walk through that portal.’

as the core activity of their full time job. Davis: ‘They
direct parents to the right places and to the services
they need. For example, they might link a parent who is
worried about drinking to the right place to get advice
on alcohol issues.’
The school has set up a ‘Web Academy’ to draw in people to an off-site educational base in the community.
The parents of three children who were permanently
excluded are working at the academy, so outreach
workers are able to work with the whole family there.
The academy is also accessible from home.
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Continuity is seen as essential: ‘There’s no point having
a healthy eating week and then forgetting about it after
that. You’ve got to keep things going. Always think of
your next steps. For example, once child care has been
sorted out, it’s important to help parents get work.’
Student liaison officers
The school’s seven student liaison officers are not
teachers. They make contact with parents all the time

Danuta Tomasz: ‘The extended school approach put
schools at the heart of the community. That helps
us as educationalists too, because it means we are
putting learning at the heart of the city. We found we
were doing lots of the bits and bobs – there were after
school clubs and so on – but there was no coherent
approach to all this. Now Sydney Smith school is piloting an all-embracing approach which includes outreach
work further afield than its immediate community.’

Emerging issues
n
n
n
n

n

n

n
n
n

n

Identifying and focusing heavily on at-risk students and their families will maximise impact
It is important to encourage families to establish basic support for the child’s education at home
Co-locating agency staff where feasible will help create a strong multi-agency partnership
Encouraging the community to participate in wider education activity requires more than mass meetings
at the school
Big schools have the capacity to work on their own, but smaller schools can reap similar benefits by working collaboratively
By focusing teachers on teaching and employing other staff to carry out administrative and pastoral duties,
schools can make big savings in their budgets
Schools can provide opportunities for local people to increase their job skills and access jobs
Be wary of one-off grants unless there is match funding from mainstream agencies
Agencies should ideally work with three year old children and their families where speech and language
problems are evident, before they get to school
School heads need support and encouragement to engage with neighbourhood renewal

Boosting learning outside school
The extended school approach can at best work both
ways. It can use schools as a means to help families
access non-education services. But it can also get parents and the wider community involved in the process of
education – creating a learning culture in the area. This
can directly improve school performance.
Steve Leverett from Interlock neighbourhood management pathfinder did, however, question whether schools
could deal with practical issues such as being open from
6am to 10pm. ‘Not all Heads are keen, or have the capacity to fund this. There are plenty who see themselves as
being in charge rather than part of a wider agenda.’
Graham Bell, chair of Kirkby in Ashfield neighbourhood management pathfinder, emphasised that parental
attitudes are crucial to attainment: ‘In the past a lot of
learning took place at home, but now parents are happy
to give up responsibility and the pressure on schools has

increased. In Hull a lot of adults are at best neutral, and
some are antipathetic because of their own experience.’
Rosemary Weddle of Greater Hollington neighbourhood
management pathfinder said that full service schools in
Hastings hold monthly meetings where all the services
meet together: ‘More kids are having breakfast now, so
they are no longer bouncing around the walls. They are
doing homework at their schools and parents are learning
about the schools and what they are trying to achieve.’
Deborah Wray, chair of Stockton neighbourhood management pathfinder and a head teacher, summed
up: ‘Schools need to work with neighbourhood management to help maximise the community’s overall
prospects. Neighbourhood management is funding
things which I do not have time to do, such as getting
homework clubs running for both parents and pupils.
But there has to be a commitment from the local education authority to sustain this long term.’

What’s isn’t working
n

n

n

n

Having to keep applying for one-off grants and funding from short-life programmes. How can initiatives
based on special funding be sustained?
The link between schools and large institutions like the NHS can be cumbersome. Unless there are knowledgeable facilitators staff can make half a dozen phone calls about a problem and still make no progress
Surveys with residents often fail to mention education. But they are willing to start being interested once
given information on poor school attainment
Parents of children with speech and language problems at 2-3 years old often won’t participate, so schools
have to pick them up when they are six. Too few areas test children’s educational barriers at a young stage
to pick up problems early

This session was led by Danuta Tomasz, Excellence in Cities coordinator, Hull
local education authority and Steve Davis, deputy head, Sydney Smith School
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8| Community cohesion

Neighbourhood renewal will not work meaningfully
if it leaves tensions between groups in the
community intact – or worse heightens them.
Neighbourhood management can, as a process, help
agencies consider carefully how to address
the needs of all residents to avoid this
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ASMA Shaikh of the NRU’s community cohesion unit
explained how the disturbances in Bradford, Burnley
and Oldham in the summer of 2001 has led the NRU to
establish a Community Facilitation Programme. To help
prevent a possible ripple effect across the country, the
programme identified communities which could be at
risk, to try to diffuse any immediate tensions. This had
been followed by more long term work, aimed at mak-

ing community cohesion and conflict resolution part of
the mainstream work of neighbourhood renewal programmes across the country. Work has included:
n developing a pool of specialist neighbourhood
renewal advisers
n providing training in conflict resolution skills
n working with programmes and areas to support the
development of community cohesion activities

An example of our work,’ she said, ‘is the way we can
help areas manage their communication strategies so
that if they are introducing a new area-based regeneration initiative, they do not publicise it in a way which
creates resentment or jealousy.’
Asked what exactly is meant by the term community
cohesion, Shaikh stressed that each particular area
will have its own dynamics, its own context in which
peaceful respect for all parts of the community can be
achieved. ‘Burnley is not the same as Tower Hamlets.
So it is important to begin by doing a community cohesion analysis, to build up a careful picture of your
neighbourhood and the history and backgrounds of the
communities which live there.’
Analyse, then intervene
It is important, said Shaikh, to talk to local stakeholders
in different groups, to try to identify the issues which
they feel are affecting how well people get on with each
other. ‘Learn about how people perceive the situation –
perception is everything. Think about the links between
race and communities, but remember that they are not
necessarily the same. In some neighbourhoods the key
issue may be conflicts between young people and older
people, or between different groups of young people
within a community.’

In Halifax the extremist groups are
very sophisticated. They do fun days
for kids and hold children’s discos, etc.
And they jump on to band wagons
such as feeding off any hysteria
about paedophiles

‘

’

Jenny Lynn, Halifax Opportunities Trust

Once an assessment is made, the next stage is to
develop an intervention strategy outlining what exactly
will be done to improve cohesion. Shaikh suggested
that this strategy should be broken down into manageable areas such as young people, education,
employment, housing. ‘Then for each of these, thought
needs to be put into the different levels at which you
can get involved – in the community, through partnerships, working with the local authority etc.’
The strategy also needs to look at differing timescales.
Some work needs to be done in the short term, other
activities need to be planned out medium term or even
over several years.

What is ‘community cohesion’?
A cohesive community is a place where:
n there is a common sense of belonging for all communities
n the diversity of people’s different backgrounds and circumstances is appreciated and positively valued
n people from different backgrounds have similar life opportunities
n strong and positive relationships are being developed between people of different backgrounds in the
workplace in schools and within neighbourhoods.
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is classified as from black or ethnic minority, within the
neighbourhood management pathfinder area, they make
up 30%.’
There is little open space for young people, who often
feel they have nowhere to go or to play, and as in other
neighbourhoods, substance abuse seems to be a growing problem.
Stockton pathfinder’s response was to employ Satnam
as a dedicated community cohesion officer. His tasks
included carrying out a baseline assessment the area
and developing a strategic action plan.
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Stockton’s approach
Satnam Singh from Stockton neighbourhood management pathfinder outlined his area’s context. Fine
industrial heritage has been followed by gradual economic decline. The very first black and ethnic minority
residents arrived in the 1890s, though multi-cultural
Stockton really emerged during the 1960s and 70s, with
immigration from places like Mirpur in Kashmir.
‘Over the years there has been a history of far right
extremist groups here trying to stoke up tensions in
neighbouring towns,’ he said. There is an Irish travelling community in Stockton today. Recently around 700
asylum seekers from many different countries have
arrived, often concentrated in the poorer parts of town.
‘So although only 2.8% of Stockton’s whole population

A ‘customer first’ initiative is central to the plan. This
includes:
n community cohesion roadshows and training to
encourage agency managers to look carefully at
how their services are delivered to black and ethnic minority communities in the town. Interventions
include:
n a community wardens volunteers programme is
helping local people to gain experience in working
together to tackle local problems
n educational diversity initiatives
n recruiting black/minority school governors
n a buddy system that helps young people feel more
confident about getting involved in youth forums
and neighbourhood activities

I’m from an Irish background and
suffered from this when I was a
child. I think mixing helps. No one’s
born with prejudice, so the more
we can get people from different
backgrounds to work together the
more the prejudice will vanish

‘

’

Mick Toner, Brighton NDC Neighbourhood
Management Board

What’s working
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Sport: Brighton and Hove Albion football club has helped local youth teams play in France, raising their
confidence and tackling insularity. Talks with the council are exploring how young people might get
employment and training when the club’s new stadium is developed
Blacon neighbourhood management pathfinder are in talks with Asia Football about how to promote better relations between young people and local teams
Stanley youth centre in Derwentside has a Sport England funded sports development officer, who is
encouraging people to get together to try out sports with a difference, like archery or curling
IT/communications: Kendray neighbourhood management pathfinder in Barnsley has used Sheffield
website designers Towntalk to work with residents on community website to counter negative media
images of Kendray. A huge mix of residents have worked on the project.
In Paddington an Arabic speaking advice service is responding to the needs of ten different residents’
groups for whom Arabic is a common first or second language
In East Brighton there is a Cyberseniors group, which is helping to bring people together from the
Moulsecoomb and Whitehawk neighbourhoods (www.cyberseniorsgroup.co.uk)
Young people: Aikh Saath (Together as One) is a peer education project in Slough that trains 11-25 year
olds in conflict resolution skills. It holds open forums where young people can discuss emerging issues that
are affecting them. Local police report a decrease in conflict. Those involved feel their leadership skills and
confidence have been enhanced
Youthbank UK has set up over 20 youthbanks in the UK, including 7 in Northern Ireland, each run by young
people who decide themselves on how to give out small pots of money to people who want to renew their
neighbourhoods
The Peacemaker project in Oldham runs personal development workshops for 13-16 year olds, helping them
to understand and challenge any prejudices they may have. These workshops are part of a wider project
enabling young people to speak to other groups of young people about their backgrounds/experiences
across the town
Honor Oak sure start in Lewisham is has launched a young wardens project, employing young people to
work alongside the wardens. The neighbourhood management pathfinder’s crime and drugs task group is
already chaired by young people
Festivals and events: Poulton neighbourhood management pathfinder in Morecambe is tackling problems caused by a transient seaside population with events to bring people together, including summer
football, music in public squares, Halloween fireworks and Christmas carol concerts
The NRU’s community facilitation unit supported many summer community arts events to help bring people together, including a food and dance festival in Boothtown, Halifax and a young people’s project in
Oldham to paint the longest mural in Europe
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Working with the local authority, the Stockton neighbourhood management team are promoting the use
of a community cohesion and diversity calendar. This
is based on a CD developed by the Festival Shop in
Birmingham (www.festivalshop.co.uk). It allows people
to click on a date, find out what religious or cultural festivals might be happening, and get links to help find out
more about these events.
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Singh gave some other examples of his work: ‘I looked
at how many school governors were black in Stockton
and found that only three out of 1,200 were. I looked at
whether a particular resident from an ethnic minority
background could become a community warden, which

they had expressed an interest in. I asked the warden
project whether they had a training programme. They
hadn’t. Now there is one providing a route for residents
like this to get that job. There is also now a black and
ethnic minority youth forum on the neighbourhood management board.’
Some were unsure that a separate group for young people based on their race was helpful. He explained: ‘It’s
very important that there is a safe environment for people to express themselves. So for example we do have
girls’ groups as well. There are also options of mixed
sessions. This is not the only way that young people and
others can get involved.’

A lot of this is about corporate
culture. You need a champion at
the top of the local authority – for
example service heads, to take on
the community cohesion role. But
everyone can make a difference
as an individual – we’ve all got the
power to help improve cohesion

‘

’

Satnam Singh, Stockton neighbourhood
management pathfinder

Less than one per cent of our
population is from an ethnic minority,
but extreme groups have still leafleted
the area. We took them to the police
but the leaflets were not illegal. We
think the groups are targeting our area
because of deprivation. Community
cohesion is not just an issue for places
which are already very mixed

‘

Janet Mahnaz, Sure Start, Basildon

’

Emerging issues
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Festivals are an important way to celebrate cultures and diversity and create a strong community spirit
where everyone can be proud of their area. But they shouldn’t be organised from the top down, they should
reflect what people who live in an area want to celebrate
Funding for community arts projects takes too long. Rapid decisions are needed to enable venues
and acts to be booked and the opportunities of summer and particular festivals like bonfire night to
be maximised
Extremist groups often try to undermine community cohesion. Many have noticed that they are now holding their own ‘community fun’ events at which they seek to cause divisions
These groups have also learnt how to present themselves as really only interested in improving the local
environment, tackling crime or helping local young people
Those concerned about organised racist activities should contact the police. Some delegates said there
are also a number of information sources on criminal backgrounds of some who try to stir up division,
such as www.searchlightmagazine.com
Neighbourhood management is seen as a good way to help local people feel more involved in decisions
about their community. This can boost participation in elections and see stronger resistance to those
who are dividing residents
There is strong demand for more case studies on community cohesion from the NRU. However, those
working on the ground rarely feel they have time to write up their own experiences. More off the shelf
resources such as ideas for workshops and sample questionnaires could help assist feedback to the NRU
as well as intervention

This session was led by Asma Shaikh of the Neighbourhood Renewal Unit’s community cohesion team and
Satnam Singh of Stockton neighbourhood management pathfinder
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9| Abandoned cars

Neighbourhoods where cars are abandoned and
sometimes burnt out give a strong message: this
area is in decline, there is no respect for the
environment. The result is often crime on the
back of grime. Rapid action to identify and remove
abandoned cars can make a neighbourhood not only
clean but safe. Ideas piloted in Bristol are about to
be adapted by neighbourhood managers at Blacon
in Chester to tackle a dangerous trend towards
car-burning in the neighbourhood
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AT BLACON neighbourhood management pathfinder
in Chester, local resident Bryan Meade and the neighbourhood manager Paul Boylan decided, after going
through an experience like this, decided to take wider
action. They brought in an expert who had piloted an
initiative to tackle the problem across Bristol – Mike
Dixon, who runs a consultancy company specialising in
tackling crime and antisocial behaviour issues.
Together they are establishing a local ‘clear car initiative’. The team looked at:
n the costs incurred by agencies because of torched
abandoned cars
n the critical factors that make cars more likely to be
set on fire
n the dangers/risks of cars exploding – to residents
and emergency services
n the effects of the problem on the community’s
confidence, reputation and fear of crime
n effective good practice that could make a real
difference.

The tale of the burning field
This tale is based on real events experienced at Blacon...
Once upon a time there was a field in the village of Pathfinder. This field was not a happy field. It had a youth
centre and a play area for children, and lots of green grass, but it was still not a happy field. The people who
lived around the field were not happy people. They liked the field, but every night cars were driven into the field
and set on fire so that they exploded. So the people around the field began to think what they could do. They
asked lots of really important people how they might make their field and their homes safe...
They asked the fire brigade, but they didn’t know what to do
They asked the police, but they didn’t know what to do
They asked the local council, but they didn’t know what to do
They asked their landlords, but they didn’t know what to do
They asked the health authority, but they didn’t know what to do
And then they had an idea – why don’t we lock the gate every night! So the people who lived around the field
asked lots of really important people if they would lock the gate every night.
Dear Fire Brigade,
It costs you £3,000 to come to put out each car on fire. Will you lock the gate? They said: ‘Oh no, we can’t
lock the gate. We don’t have a budget to pay for that’
Dear Police,
You get 20 phone calls a night and it costs you £200 for every abandoned car. Will you lock the gate? They said:
‘Oh no, we can’t lock the gate, because then we would have to lock everyone else’s gates too’
Dear Council,
It costs you £300 to remove burnt out cars and clear up all the mess. Will you lock the gate? They said: ‘Oh no,
we can’t lock the gate. We don’t have anyone who could do that’
Dear Housing Association,
It costs you thousands of pounds to move people out of the area because they are too frightened to live there.
Will you lock the gate? They said: ‘Oh no, we can’t lock the gate. It’s not our gate’
Dear Health Authority
Lots of people are becoming really poorly because they are frightened by cars exploding every night. Will you
lock the gate? The said: ‘Oh no, we can’t lock the gate, that’s not our job at all’
Then the residents had another idea. There was another gate on the other side of the road (to the Crematorium)
that was locked every night. The nice people who did this were asked if they would lock the gate to the field as
well, but they weren’t so nice after all. They said no because only one gate was in their contract with the
council. But when they were asked again, they were really nice, and agreed to lock the gate, just as a favour.
And they did. And everyone lived happily after that next to a safe and clean field...
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Emerging issues
n

n

n

n

n

n
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One of the biggest causes of ‘fear of crime’ is a real experience. When a car goes up in flames, everyone
knows about it – arson spreads fear of crime very quickly
New EU legislation (December 2003) imposing costs on car disposal could increase numbers of abandoned cars. Cars are being defined as hazardous waste. Currently 350,000 cars are abandoned nationally
The EU ruling could mean £5,000 fines for abandoning cars. But 90% of cars are not claimed. Could the
fine deter owners from disposing sensibly of cars worth small amounts?
There are many reports of young people from better off areas driving stolen cars onto estates and torching them. Local young people should not be assumed to be the only culprits
It is possible to recycle abandoned cars into a solution for young people not a problem – teaching them to
be mechanics by practising skills in projects that use abandoned cars, rather than just burning them
Simply serving a local authority ‘notice of removal’ ticket can lead to cars being stolen, stripped and burnt.
Removing a car to a pound before serving the notice negates this problem. It is also unlikely that anyone
will claim a car in a pound with tax, insurance, removal and storage fees to pay
Agreements can be reached between the police and local businesses. The police are not allowed
to remove vehicles from private property (eg a McDonalds car park) without permission. Encouraging
businesses to sign up to a charter (including a commitment to paying removal costs) can lead to rapid
removal

The number of torched cars in Blacon peaked at 260
cars in 2002, which represented a 583% increase since
1998. The cost worked out at over £1 million a year. In
Chester as a whole, 1001 cars were torched in 2002 at
a cost of £3.5 million. As a comparison, the cost in the
whole of Wales during the same period was over £11.2
million.
The Blacon initiative broke down these costs to demonstrate the impact of the problem on mainstream
services when an abandoned car was set on fire:
n Fire service first to arrive – £3,000
n Police checking why car is abandoned – £200
n City council removing wreckage – £300
n Road repair by Highways when required – £300

n

n
n

Allowance with Housing Trust budget – £100 per
car (admin charge for cars dumped on their private
land)
Total cost per car – £3,900
The 260 cars set on fire in Blacon during 2002 cost
services £1,014,000.

These are conservative estimates of the damage
caused to services and residents alike. There were also
hidden costs for the Chester and District Housing Trust
in moving people on and maintaining voids. The impact
on the health service caused by residents’ stress and
fear was not possible to calculate but was anecdotally
high. Over two thirds of fires attended by Chester city
fire service in 2002 were abandoned cars.

A resident told me:
“You’ve got more
models than Lego
and more pilots than
British Airways. Just
get on with it”!

‘

’

Paul Boylan, neighbourhood
manager, Blacon

There’s a buzz to arson
and vehicles – on a wet,
dark night there may not
be much better to do, and
it’s a bigger buzz if the fire
brigade turns up. You have
to provide young people
with other things to do
and a sense that they
have prospects

‘

’

Bryan Meade, Blacon resident

What’s working
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

In Bristol, the Car Clear initiative turned a 17% annual increase in vehicle arson into a 9.4% reduction in
the first year since its February 2002 launch. Hotspot areas have benefited most – North Bristol turned a
43.7% increase into a 17.5% reduction. See www.avonandsomerset.police.uk/car_clear
Using the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, sections 99-101, enables the police to remove a vehicle
immediately and dispose of it. This can result in cars being removed within 30 minutes rather than days
In Bristol the fire service is ‘reverse-funded’ – paid extra if it helps prevent incidents than by the number
it attends
Destroying the sell-on trade by asking local car auctions to put a reserve price on cars. A reserve price
of around £75 makes the possibility of selling cars on to groups of young people for joyriding not feasible
financially
Get residents involved in this. They know which cars are abandoned and which are likely to be torched.
Their intelligence is a critical factor in early removal of vehicles – give them a hotline and leaflets with
agreed procedures they can help trigger
Walsall Motor Access Project has been working with young people in the area for over 10 years, where
they have made the problem minimal. In addition to teaching mechanics, young people are able to
build cars to race safely off road. They have also been funded to learn to pass their driving test and to
develop IT skills
www.renewal.net has examples of good practice, including a case study from East Brighton where residents and services held workshops on this to agree a joint response
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What isn’t working
n

n

n
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Initial resistance from service providers often comes with a statement that they are ‘doing all we can’. Many
have a protocol in place and are resistant to revising it
The reactive approach is not cost effective. Chester fire service incurred massive costs because it had to
draw in appliances from other areas to deal with burning cars
Schemes in Bristol that removed cars within 24 hours did not significantly reduce the problem – only those
that operated on a 30 minute removal made a difference to arson rates

The fear residents felt was monitored, though this
could not be calculated financially: 48% of those surveyed said they were staying indoors after 6pm, 67% of
whom were children and young people fearful of gang
culture.

Where I live there are two areas
that have problems with abandoned
cars. One is a council estate where
they just get left, another is a middle
class area where they are removed
the next day

There was also a real risk of death and injury. The power
of a car going up is similar to a small mortar bomb. Bryan
Meade explained local concerns: ‘I can give one example
of a camper van that a kid burnt. We watched this kid put
a lit rag into the petrol tank. Fortunately it didn’t go off –
there were five calor gas cans inside. Neighbours were
standing nearby watching. Had the gas cans exploded,
those people could well have died. Whole houses could
have been blown up with the vehicle.’

Mel O’Brien, youth reporter

Abandoned cars are a symptom of something wider, he
said. ‘Partly because of them, in our area car insurance
has gone up 25%, house insurance costs have gone up
12%, house prices are down and half the estate is on
tranquilisers.’

‘

’

Mike Dixon of MJD Associates described the way
agencies typically pass the buck on abandonment: ‘The
police can say that this is a local authority responsibility and not their problem. The local authorities can take
ages to remove cars. They’ll say “we’ve always done it
this way and will remove the car as quickly as possible”. But if cars aren’t removed within 30 minutes this
isn’t working. In Bristol our new approach now leads to
far fewer fires to attend and more resources. We have
a system that we call reverse funding – the fire brigade
are paid more if they have less work to do, in other
words if they prevent fires they are rewarded, rather
than waiting for fires to happen to respond to them.’

More enlightened police forces see that they have
lost control of an area if there are abandoned cars
and arson there, rather than just seeing this as a local
authority problem. Dealing with arson and abandoned
cars is a way to re-establish dialogue with local people,
create more respect for property. This is an incentive
for police to participate fully. Mike Dixon: ‘One of the
advantages of neighbourhood management etc is that
residents involved will often be the first people to report
incidents of abandoned cars. Pathfinder areas are ideal
for national pilots because of they have built an existing
partnership with the community.’
Blacon initially followed an ‘audit to action’ process of
problem solving:
1 Partnership – getting all the key players around
the table
2 Audit – what is the problem and what are the relevant facts?
3 Option appraisal – identifying choices and going
for the best
4 Action plan – with relevant targets
5 Monitoring and evaluation – learning from the
experience.
The next stage of the Blacon initiative was to apply for
funding from the ODPM’s Arson Control Forum. This
successful bid will target Blacon in year one, Chester in
year two, and the rest of Cheshire in year three.
This session was led by Bryan Meade, Blacon Clear
Car Initiative, Paul Boylan, neighbourhood manager, Blacon pathfinder and Michael Dixon of MJD
Associates

We suggested getting local car
spare suppliers to help us. They will
be interested in using abandoned
cars as a source of spare parts. They
could help you deliver

‘

’

John Harrison, Basset Law District Council

It’s a great approach to work out
the cost of this. That’s what makes
people like us really listen

‘

’

Ken Priest, West Midlands fire service

We have found that the increased
rate of picking up abandoned
cars has led to a reduction in carrelated accidents

‘

’

Jeff Moore, Inspector, Newcastle under
Lyme police
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10| How is the programme doing?
views from the NRU
If you’ve worked in
local government, you’ll
know there’s nothing
worse than a well
informed community
activist. That’s your role
and your opportunity

‘

’

Allan Bowman, NRU head of
programmes
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1 Evaluating and supporting neighbourhood management
Allan Bowman, NRU head of programmes,
on how the ODPM will continue to test and spread
neighbourhood management as part of its
strategy for neighbourhood renewal

‘

HOW CAN we use neighbourhood management to
promote renewal? We can promote, test, support and
advise pathfinders. And we can use them for research
and evaluation. I cannot stress too much how important evaluation is. Enthusiasm alone doesn’t get results.
There is a danger of unintended consequences.
I’d give as an example a study in Sheffield into to why
people went into care. Social services assumed that
they wanted to do so for companionship – that was
one of the key reasons. The study found that people
had less social interaction in homes than they did at
home. The basic justification for funding care homes
was wrong.

Research and evaluation needn’t be a huge burden, it
can be quite small scale. It’s all about having the right
frame of mind to come to an understanding of what you
do and why you do it. Renewal.net is all about knowledge sharing. We’re here to celebrate success and to
tackle barriers, we’re here to help you help us ‘bend for
spend’ so that mainstream services pick up the mantle
of neighbourhood management in the long term.
Neighbourhood management as a concept goes much
wider than the pathfinder programme itself. Pathfinders
are part of a wider network of over 180 neighbourhood
management schemes. They can all be part of what
we believe to be a critical national network. There can
also be city wide approaches to neighbourhood management such as we are seeing now in Liverpool and
Wolverhampton.

Neighbourhood Management Network
An extended national network is being established. It will offer a range of activities to support all neighbourhood
managers to tackle common problems together by enabling greater knowledge sharing. Among the activities
being arranged are:
n action teams to look at community cohesion, mainstreaming and working with councillors
n keynote events on ‘engaging young people’ and ‘employment and skills’
n themed events focusing on ‘health and housing’ and ‘drugs and crime’
n a new interactive web based tool and monthly ‘network news’

One thing I think is clearly emerging now in neighbourhood management is the effective engagement of
residents. We are reaching the parts others don’t. For
example election turnouts are often higher in neighbourhood renewal areas where there are boards than
for council elections. Perhaps this is one reason why
earlier regeneration exercises didn’t work as well –
there was not enough community engagement.
If you’ve worked in local government, there’s nothing

Programme evaluation

worse than a well informed community activist. That’s
your role and your opportunity. The challenges for you
now are:
n to mainstream neighbourhood renewal
n to work effectively with councillors
n to get access to councillors using evidence
n to engage all parts of the community, for example
older people
n to engage all parts of government.
n to concentrate harder on employment issues.

’

A national evaluation of the neighbourhood management pathfinder programme by consultants SQW
found that:
n time should be taken to build local permanent teams with innovative neighbourhood management, an
effective chair, and simple structures and systems
n the neighbourhood managers should be appointed early so they can drive the process
n partnerships should focus on fewer priorities based on analysis of need and a wider strategy – concentrating on changing the mainstream and not just project delivery
n it is important to secure the commitment of key service providers at all levels.
Geoff White of SQW commented: ‘One of the key groups that neighbourhood management must engage is the
service providers, especially managers at local level. It’s critical that front line staff and senior managers integrate what they do vertically. If the budget holders and middle managers aren’t involved in what the very senior
and the front line staff think should be done then neighbourhood management won’t work. The services have
to be engaged in neighbourhood management from top to bottom.’
Sue Charteris of Shared Intelligence added: ‘Neighbourhood management is creating a higher quality of life
with limited resources. It is doing this by enabling rather than providing better services.’
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2 Future challenges for neighbourhood management

Alan Riddell, NRU deputy director, on
the connections that neighbourhood
management must make

There are lots of dilemmas. If
neighbourhood management is only
happening in one area, how can
you persuade agencies to
work differently in just one part
of their patch?

‘

’

management are at the front line of this new thinking.
Whatever the structure, as the social exclusion unit
has said, neighbourhood management is a good concept but it is essential we find out what works when we
apply it. That’s why we have pathfinders to test the concept, and that’s why we have done our first evaluation of
what pathfinders are doing.
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It’s not an easy job that pathfinders have – it takes time
to change cultures, time to engage communities, and
time to get services and local authority departments to
respond. Progress will vary from area to area.

We are now supporting
the establishment of a
neighbourhood management
network across the country

‘

’

‘

ONE OF my tasks at the moment is connecting
neighbourhood management as a process with the
‘new localism’. Both are ways to get services to deliver
efficiently at local level. It is unfortunately typical of government that we have two or three names for the same
thing! We believe that people involved in neighbourhood

There are lots of dilemmas. For example, if neighbourhood management is only happening in one
neighbourhood and not in others nearby, how can you
persuade agencies to work differently in just one area
within their patch? But I do stress we are very impressed
indeed with what you have achieved. And others outside the programme. There are now 180 neighbourhood
management initiatives – probably more. So neighbourhood management as a concept is definitely flavour of
the month, and that’s why we are now supporting the
establishment of a neighbourhood management network across the country.

We need to be able to tell the difference between gestures and the real thing. I have colleagues who tell me
they were inspired by what they saw being done on
neighbourhood management at Liverpool city council.
We also need to make sure that policy makers and
manifesto writers don’t think that neighbourhood

management is easy. It’s specific to each and every
neighbourhood. Linking neighbourhood management
area targets to national performance targets for services is also hard. But it is quite clear that. despite the
challenges, many of you are already making huge
strides delivering results on the ground.

’
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3 And finally...

Susan King OBE, head of the neighbourhood
management and wardens team looks back at the
messages the conference sent to the growing
number of neighbourhood management
practitioners across the country

‘
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IT GIVES me great pleasure to publish this year’s
neighbourhood management conference report. Since
becoming the head of the new combined neighbourhood management and wardens team in January, I have
been repeatedly amazed by the work of practitioners
up and down the country - just as I have been for years
with the work of neighbourhood wardens.
This conference underlined the importance of neighbourhood management in helping to make real and
lasting improvements in our communities. Whether
we are talking about cleaning up streets and public
spaces, reducing crime and the fear of crime, providing opportunities for young people or improving local
health care, neighbourhood management is bringing
new approaches to service delivery that are more relevant to the needs of local people.
It is doing this by providing the means and the opportunity for local people to become engaged both with
governance and the civil life of their community.
By devolving power and increasing participation at a
local level, embracing local vision and leadership and
involving all sections of the community, partnerships are

being developed which bring lasting change and create sustainable communities. Essentially this is the ‘new
localism’ in practice.
Carole Bailey from the Hastings pathfinder hit the nail
on the head when she said: ‘neighbourhood management has given us the framework to get the services we
want and the changes we need. It has given residents a
sense of pride and a sense of purpose. People believe
that this time something can happen and there will be a
big change for the better.’
It is gratifying that, despite the immense challenge laid
before you all, this conference has demonstrated the
genuine progress that neighbourhood management
partnerships are making right across the country. Those
involved in neighbourhood management are to be congratulated on their progress and on the very hard work
they have put into renewing their neighbourhoods.

’

